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The Four Intelligences of the Business Mind: How to Rewire Your Brain and Your Business for SuccessApress, 2014

	International Bestseller and Amazon #1 Hot New Release - "The Four Intelligences of the Business Mind" offers practical strategies for business transformation, based on research from organizational psychology, neuroscience, business analytics, and multiple intelligences theory.
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Handbook of Research on Global Diffusion of Broadband Data TransmissionInformation Science Publishing, 2008

	Large investments have been made by various governments for the deployment of broadband within their respective nations; however, the citizens of such countries have demonstrated a slow adoption of this technology.


	The Handbook of Research on Global Diffusion of Broadband Data Transmission explores broadband adoption and the...
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System Integration: From Transistor Design to Large Scale Integrated CircuitsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The development of large-scale integrated systems-on-a-chip has had a dramatic effect on circuit design methodology. Escalating requirements for low-power, high-chip density circuits and systems have resulted in increasingly complex Bipolar, CMOS and BICMOS technologies. In order to design cost-effective and reliable systems a thorough...
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Molecular Cell BiologyW. H. Freeman, 2003
Like ourselves, the individual cells that form our bodies can grow, reproduce, process information, respond to stimuli, and carry out an amazing array of chemical reactions. These abilities define life. We and other multicellular organisms contain billions or trillions of cells organized into complex structures, but many organisms consist of a...
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A History of Mathematics: From Mesopotamia to ModernityOxford University Press, 2005

	A History of Mathematics covers the evolution of mathematics through time and across the major Eastern and Western civilizations. It begins in Babylon, then describes the trials and tribulations of the Greek mathematicians. The important, and often neglected, influence of both Chinese and Islamic mathematics is covered in detail,...
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American Criminal Courts: Legal Process and Social ContextAnderson, 2013

	American Criminal Courts: Legal Process and Social Context provides a complete picture of both the theory and day-to-day reality of criminal courts in the United States. The book begins by exploring how democratic processes affect criminal law, the documents that define law, the organizational structure of courts at the federal...
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The Exposome: A PrimerAcademic Press, 2013

	The Exposome: A Primer is the first book dedicated to exposomics, detailing the purpose and scope of this emerging field of study, its practical applications and how it complements a broad range of disciplines. Genetic causes account for up to a third of all complex diseases. (As genomic approaches improve, this is likely to rise.)...
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Real-Life MDA: Solving Business Problems with Model Driven Architecture (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
"The need for this book—No one has published a similar compendium of MDA case studies, making a transition to new technology is not simply a technical affair, although many of us tend to overlook this point, and the authors are superb writers. These are people who have seen a lot in the industry and have a gift for articulating important...
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Credible Checklists and Quality Questionnaires: A User-Centered Design MethodMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Credible Checklists and Quality Questionnaires starts off with an examination of the critical but commonly overlooked checklist method.


	In the second chapter, questionnaires and surveys are discussed. Asking questions sounds simple, but the hard truth is that asking questions (and designing questionnaires) is a...
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Remixology: Tracing the Dub Diaspora (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2014

	Dub is the avant-garde verso of reggae, created by manipulating and reshaping recordings using studio strategies and techniques. While dub was one of the first forms of popular music to turn the idea of song inside out, it is far from being fully explored. Tracing the evolution of dub, Remixology travels from Kingston, Jamaica, across...
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Managing Mission - Critical Domains and DNS: Demystifying nameservers, DNS, and domain namesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book will give you an all encompassing view of the domain name ecosystem combined with a comprehensive set of operations strategies. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Manage infrastructure, risk, and management of DNS name servers. Get hands-on with factors like types of name servers, DNS queries and and...
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Web Mining: :  Applications and TechniquesIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Web mining is moving the World Wide Web toward a more useful environment in which users can quickly and easily find the information they need. It includes the discovery and analysis of data, documents, and multimedia from the World Wide Web. Web mining uses document content, hyperlink structure, and usage statistics to assist users in meeting their...
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